
2023 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Editing For A Nonfiction Or Reality Program (Single Or
Multi-Camera)

Algiers, America

I’m Not Tired Yet

Algiers, America follows a predominantly Black high school football team overcoming unprecedented gun
violence in New Orleans through excellence on the field. Led by coach Brice Brown, the Cougars rise above
unimaginable adversity, providing hope to a community that has lost so much.

The Anarchists

Leaving

As their dream of an anarchist paradise crumbles, the Anarchapulco community begins to question the
viability of their principles.

Bama Rush

In August 2021, sorority recruitment at the University of Alabama, aka Rush, went viral on TikTok. This
documentary follows four young women as they prepare for Rush 2022 and explores the emotional
complexities and stakes of belonging in this crucial window into womanhood.

Being Mary Tyler Moore

With access to Mary Tyler Moore’s vast archive, Being Mary Tyler Moore chronicles the screen icon whose
storied career spanned sixty years. Weaving Moore’s personal narrative with her professional
accomplishments, the film highlights her groundbreaking roles and the impact she had on generations of
women who came after her.

The BMF Documentary: Blowing Money Fast

Gangster Boogie

The rivalry between the Flenory brothers and Layton escalates, reaching a deadly new level. Meanwhile,
the Detroit drug landscape is shifting due to gang wars, creating new opportunities of fame and fortune for
those who survive. Meech and Terry have to decide if it’s worth risking their lives to stay.

Bono & The Edge: A Sort Of Homecoming With Dave Letterman

U2’s Bono and the Edge invite Dave Letterman to Dublin for a live performance of their greatest songs,
stripped back and reimagined.

Branson

Space

Virgin Galactic’s tumultuous history is examined as Branson prepares for the company’s first passenger
flight in July 2021.

The Cave Of Adullam

Jason Wilson runs The Cave of Adullam, a transformational Training Academy in the heart of Detroit where
Black boys who are emotionally, mentally, and spiritually in debt gather to be trained and transformed into
comprehensive men.



Chef's Table

Gabriele Bonci

After revolutionizing the Roman-style slice, Gabriele Bonci — the Michelangelo of pizza — decided to shed
his TV persona and reconnect with the land.

Chimp Empire

Paradise

Within the central group of Ngogo chimps, alpha male Jackson faces possible threats to his leadership and
mother-of-two Christine educates her new baby.

Cosmic Love

Total Eclipse Of The Heart

Now that the elements know all four of their matches, they get a chance to know them even better… on a
group date. Phoebe lets her matches know that romance is back on the table, before the Astro Chamber
drops a bombshell that leaves all of the Elements reeling.

Dear Mama

Panther Power

17-yr-old Tupac navigates school, poverty, and family, dreaming of using poetry and music to spread the
message of his mother, Black Panther activist Afeni Shakur. Haunted by her past, Afeni fears it will affect
Tupac's promising future.

Double Fine PsychOdyssey

Episode 27: Villains Of Crunch Mode

Issues with the expanding schedule come to a head as the studio attempts to reconcile with its past
participation in crunch culture. Tensions amplify as the head of Microsoft Game Studios tests studio morale
during his inaugural visit.

Dr. Seuss Baking Challenge

How The Grinch Stole Christmas

It’s Grinchmas, and the City of Seuss has never been more festive! With the qualifying rounds complete,
the top six remaining teams of pastry chefs and cake artists compete against each other for the first time,
as they take on How the Grinch Stole Christmas.

FDR

Rendezvous With Destiny

As Hitler sweeps across Europe, Franklin prepares a reluctant nation for war. Following the devastating
attack on Pearl Harbor, he leads America into the greatest conflict the world has ever seen.

Full Swing

Frenemies

Childhood best friends Jordan Spieth and Justin Thomas become fierce rivals as they battle to win on the
PGA Tour.

The Great Muslim American Roadtrip

A Bridge Over Troubled Waters: Tulsa, OK To Albuquerque, NM

In this 3-part travelogue, a young Muslim American couple discover America’s Muslim roots on Route 66. 
Their 3000-mile trip reveals an American Muslim history dating back to the 1500s. There’s much to
discover about themselves as individuals, as a couple, and as Muslims.



Gutsy

Gutsy Women Take Leaps

Hillary and Chelsea return to Arkansas to meet with the Little Rock Nine and attend a drag prom with
Symone.

Harry & Meghan

Episode 3

The couple's 2017 engagement sparks both cynicism and hope. As Meghan grapples with royal protocols,
tabloid headlines begin to involve her family.

If These Walls Could Sing

Mary McCartney guides us through nine decades to see and experience the creative magic that makes
Abbey Road Studios the most famous and longest-running studio in the world.

Indian Matchmaking

All The Bases Covered

After a few flat dates, Shital worries about self-sabotage. Chemistry also proves elusive for Vinesh, Sima's
new client, as he meets a potential match.

Keep Sweet: Pray And Obey

Part One

Rulon Jeffs’ family members and ex-wives discuss life in the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints and the role of polygamy.

Lewis Capaldi: How I’m Feeling Now

Lewis Capaldi's journey is chronicled from ambitious teen with a viral performance to Grammy-nominated
pop star.

Light & Magic

Morfing

The digital age brings new challenges to ILM, but not everyone is ready for such massive change.

Limitless With Chris Hemsworth

Acceptance

Chris' quest for eternal youth fast forwards him to the end of life.

Longest Third Date

When Khani and Matt met on a dating app, they had no idea COVID-19 would turn their spur-of-the-
moment trip to Costa Rica into a months-long adventure.

Love To Love You, Donna Summer

A portrait of Summer, featuring photographs and home video footage, provides a look at the artist creating
music from the avant-garde music scene in Germany, to the glitter and bright lights of NY dance clubs, to
worldwide acclaim – her voice becoming the defining soundtrack of an era.

Love, Lizzo

Love, Lizzo was filmed over three years through the Cuz I Love You world tour, the height of the pandemic,
and the recording of her latest album, Special. This documentary allows the artist to get candid about body
positivity, self-love, and recognizing Black women for their contributions.



Making The Cut

Finale

In the season finale, the final designers must present a business pitch to the President of Amazon Fashion
and showcase a final ten look collection. One designer is crowned the winner of Making the Cut, receiving a
mentorship, an exclusive line on Amazon, and $1,000,000 to invest into their brand.

Menudo: Forever Young

Small Change

Puerto Rican business manager Edgardo Diaz gambles on the formation of the forever young boy band
Menudo – who quickly take Latin America by storm.

MerPeople

No Dead Mermaids

A landlocked mermaid struggles to find work. Former Weeki Wachee mermaids reminisce about the glory
days. A merman tail maker opens his dream aquarium.

MH370: The Plane That Disappeared

The Pilot

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370, heading for Beijing, vanishes from radar shortly after takeoff. Early
suspicion falls on the pilot.

Moonage Daydream

Illuminates the life and genius of David Bowie. Guided by Bowie’s own narration and told through footage,
performances, and music, this cinematic odyssey explores his creative, musical, and spiritual journey.

My Next Guest Needs No Introduction With David Letterman And Volodymyr Zelenskyy

David Letterman journeys to Kyiv, Ukraine to meet with, and interview, President Volodymyr Zelenskyy
about the impact of the war with Russia on its people, economy, and relations with the Western world.

Next In Fashion

Childhood

Producing grown-up looks inspired by their childhood photos proves emotional for some contestants in a
challenge judged by designer Isabel Marant.

100 Foot Wave

Chapter V - Lost At Sea

CJ decides he wants to make a name for himself other than Garrett’s brother-in-law. Cotty and Alemão surf
despite the dangerous waves of the day, causing Cotty to wipe out in the worst spot in Nazaré. Another
huge swell approaches Nazaré. After catching an epic wave, CJ suddenly falls.

The One That Got Away

Back To My Future

Six singles arrive at our resort - a place which will turn back the clock and give them a chance at love with
a variety of people from their past. What if the one that got away, didn’t? Allyssa, Ashley, Jeff, Kasey, Nigel
and Vince are about to find out.

Pamela, A Love Story

An intimate and humanizing portrait of one of the world’s most famous blonde bombshells, Pamela, A Love
Story follows the trajectory of Pamela Anderson’s life and career from small town girl to international sex
symbol, actress, activist and doting mother.



Pelosi In The House

A verité portrait of the first woman Speaker of the House during some of the dramatic political moments in
American history. Filmed over three decades, this documentary chronicles the key milestones of Nancy
Pelosi’s career culminating with two presidential impeachments and an insurrection.

Pepsi, Where's My Jet?

The Kid From Seattle

Seven million Pepsi Points to win a fighter jet? It should have been impossible. But 20-year-old John
Leonard sees the ad in 1995 — and finds a loophole.

Prehistoric Planet

Swamps

Travel back 66 million years to when majestic dinosaurs and extraordinary creatures roamed the lands,
seas, and skies.

RapCaviar Presents

Tyler, The Creator - Breaking The Mold

Hip-hop is one of the last frontiers when it comes to erasing hyper-masculine norms. But at the forefront of
a generational shift toward inclusivity is Tyler, The Creator. Can a rapper like him make it past gatekeepers
and be accepted?

Rennervations

Mexico: Building A Mobile Dance Studio

Jeremy Renner rebuilds a city bus into a mobile dance studio for a children's charity in Mexico.

Secrets Of The Elephants

Savanna

Family relationships are the secret of success.

Selena Gomez: My Mind & Me

After years in the limelight, Selena Gomez achieves unimaginable stardom. But just as she reaches a new
peak, an unexpected turn pulls her into darkness. This documentary spans her six-year journey into a new
light.

Selling Sunset

Lawsuits And Listings

On the agents' last day in Palm Springs, a pool party ceasefire doesn't even last until the end of dinner. Bre
tours a listing with rapper Saweetie.

"Sr."

A lovingly irreverent portrait of the life and career of maverick filmmaker Robert Downey Sr. that evolves
into a larger meditation on art, mortality, and healing generational dysfunction.

Sidney

This documentary honors Sidney Poitier and his legacy as an iconic actor, filmmaker and activist at the
center of Hollywood and the Civil Rights Movement.



Sins Of Our Mother

The 144,000

Family, friends and experts weigh in on Lori's change from doting mom to a believer in extreme
apocalyptic ideology.

The 1619 Project

Capitalism

Nikole Hannah-Jones' family and current labour battles; how slavery formed the bedrock of American
capitalism and how this foundation of brutality continues to permeate the deeply unequal economic
system.

The Sound Of 007

The Sound of 007 reveals the history of the Bond music, from the genesis of 1962’s Dr. No with its iconic
theme, through to Billie Eilish’s No Time To Die.

Stay On Board: The Leo Baker Story

Celebrated skateboarder Leo Baker shares the details of his rise to fame and the clash between his career
and self-discovery as a trans man.

Still: A Michael J. Fox Movie

The film recounts Fox’s extraordinary story in his own words — the improbable tale of an undersized kid
from a Canadian army base who rose to the heights of stardom in 1980s Hollywood.

Stolen Youth: Inside The Cult At Sarah Lawrence

The Arbiter Of Truth

Eight sophomores arrive at college to find the dad of a student on their dorm-step: ex-con Larry Ray.
Before long, Ray becomes their ninth roommate - and lures them into a dangerous cult.

Stutz

In candid conversations with actor Jonah Hill, leading psychiatrist Phil Stutz explores his early life
experiences and unique, visual model of therapy.

Survivor

Don't Get Cocky Kid

A war between old tribes risks creating a shift in power; castaways get twisted and caught up in the
immunity challenge.

The Territory

The Territory provides a look at the tireless fight of the Indigenous Uru-eu-wau-wau people against the
encroaching deforestation brought by farmers and illegal settlers in the Brazilian Amazon.

30 For 30

Bullies Of Baltimore

Bullies Of Baltimore tells the story of the Super Bowl champion 2000 Baltimore Ravens, a loving,
unapologetic portrait of an irrepressible cast of characters.

30 For 30

Dream On

A documentary on the 1996 USA Women’s Dream Team and the 14-month odyssey that would forever
change the landscape of women’s athletics.



Trainwreck: Woodstock '99

Kerosene. Match. Boom!

Endless trash and seething heat feed the chaos on day two as performers are pelted with debris and Limp
Bizkit riles the crowd to its breaking point.

The U.S. And The Holocaust

Episode 3: The Homeless, Tempest-tossed (1942 - )

A group of dedicated government officials fights red tape in order to finance and support rescue operations.
As the Allied soldiers advance, uncovering mass graves and liberating German concentration camps, the
public sees for the first time the sheer scale of the Holocaust and begins to reckon with its reverberations.

Unsolved Mysteries

Paranormal Rangers

Bigfoot, orbs, UFOs, poltergeists and skin-walkers. For these Navajo Nation rangers, paranormal activity is
just part of the job.

Untold

The Race Of The Century

The Australia II yacht crew looks back on the motivation, dedication and innovation that led to their
historic victory at the 1983 America's Cup.

Untrapped: The Story Of Lil Baby

An look at the life of rapper Dominique Armani Jones (aka Lil Baby) as he navigates his meteoric rise from
West Atlanta streets to the top of the Billboard charts with his roles as devoted father, son, community
philanthropist and powerful voice in the fight for racial justice.

The Volcano: Rescue From Whakaari

Survivors' and rescuers' accounts and minute-by-minute footage fuel this documentary about the deadly
2019 volcanic eruption in New Zealand.

The Vow Part II

The Room

After a family moved from Mexico to Albany to pursue the NXIVM lifestyle, all three daughters were
groomed by Keith. On the stand, middle daughter Dani details the coercive abuse she endured, including
being isolated in a room for two years with Lauren as her guard.

Welcome To Wrexham

Do Or Die

For the first time in 14 years, Wrexham has a chance to be promoted out of the National League. Can they
do it?

Wild Life

Wild Life follows conservationist Kris Tompkins on an epic, decades-spanning love story as wild as the
landscapes she dedicated her life to protecting.

End of Category


